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The assessment covered MoC’s mandate components, assets
and related enabling policies
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The strategy identified 5 priority areas along which 12
objectives and 48 initiatives were proposed
Priority

Objective

I.1 Increase MoC's knowledge and visibility of Lebanon's movable property
I
Protect, Preserve and Increase
Visibility of Lebanon's Antiquities
and Artifacts

Combat movable property theft and trafficking through enactment of dedicated

I.2 programs and reforms

Increase Lebanon's movable property's exposure by seeking new mediums for

I.3 items' display and facilitating museums' access

Enhance MoC's financial & operational resources dedicated to movable property

I.4 through increased collaboration with local community and international bodies

# of
Initiatives
2
4

6
3

II
Protect and Preserve Lebanon's
Archeology Sites and Historical
Buildings and Monuments

Preserve Lebanon's immovable property by incentivizing and executing

II.1 protection and renovation programs

Increase conservation and exposure of Lebanese natural and cultural property

II.2 through seeking inscription of new sites in the UNESCO World Heritage list and
preserving the status of existing ones

Preserve and Promote Lebanon's

III Intangible Heritage to Ensure Effective
Transfer of Lebanese Traditions and
Cultural Identify to Future Generations

4

Ensure the establishment of necessary bodies and entities to lead the

III.1 implementation of Heritage preservation and promotion programs

Promote Lebanon's intangible heritage through coordination with relevant

III.2 ministries and external entities

Support development of arts and literature by providing financial assistance and

3
2

3

Foster and Promote Literature and
Arts to Reinforce Lebanon's Regional
IV
Leadership in Creative Sectors and
Industries

IV.1 enabling coordination between various public and private entities

Empower MoC and Enhance its Internal
Capabilities to Enable Successful
V
Delivery of Key Functions and High
Impact Programs

V.1 heritage

4

V.2 Enhance MoC's organizational efficiency

5

Reinforce the Lebanese Higher National Conservatory of Music operation by

IV.2 providing needed resources and promoting performances and activities

Position MoC as the local and global ambassador of Lebanon's culture and

Core Priority
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The strategy identified 5 priority areas along which 12
objectives and 48 initiatives were proposed (cont’d)
Priority

Objectives
1

I.1
Increase MoC's
knowledge and visibility
of Lebanon's movable
property

I

Protect and
Preserve
Lebanon's
Antiquities
and Artifacts,
and Increase
its Local and
International
Visibility

Initiatives

Create a digital record of all artifacts stored and displayed in National and site
museums

2
Coordinate with private entities to create a digital record of all artifacts in the
possession of private museums, galleries, dealers and collectors
3

I.2

Monitor international auctions to detect possible sale of stolen artifacts through
increased cooperation with international organizations
4

Combat movable
property theft and
trafficking through
enactment of dedicated
programs and reforms

Create and publish an online database of lost or stolen artifacts

5
Engage in bilateral negotiations/ legal actions to repatriate selected Lebanese
artifacts illegally exported abroad
6

Explore potential regulation of treasure excavation activities by introducing
incentives for reporting of findings and promoting cooperation (e.g., financial
rewards, declare and keep)

…
Source:
Strategy&
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The strategy identified 5 priority areas along which 12
objectives and 48 initiatives were proposed (cont’d)
Priority

Objectives

Initiatives

…

7 Leverage MoC's stored artifacts by seeking opportunities for displaying them in
state owned buildings/spaces, universities, schools, and other public venues
8 Create a Virtual Museum portal that allows online browsing of MoC's displayed
and stored artifacts

I.3

I

Protect and
Preserve
Lebanon's
Antiquities
and Artifacts,
and Increase
its Local and
International
Visibility

Increase Lebanon's
movable property's
exposure by seeking
new mediums for items'
display and facilitating
museums' access

11
Enhance visitor's experience through increasing availability of volunteer guides

Pass"

and operational
resources dedicated to
movable property
through increased
collaboration with local
community and
international bodies
Source:

10 Work with local authorities and private donors to create museums in regions
across Lebanon

12 Coordinate with relevant public and private entities for the launch of a "Museum

I.4 Enhance MoC's financial

Strategy&

9 Engage in agreements with international museums for lending and display of
MoC's artifacts abroad

13 Lobby for and promote creation of "Friends of the Museums" association with
the goal of supporting MoC in critical operational and fundraising activities
14 Launch a digital crowdfunding project to secure needed financial resources to
restore and display selected high-importance artefacts
15

Deepen the collaboration with international bodies for provision of needed
resources in the restoration of MoC's movable property
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The strategy identified 5 priority areas along which 12
objectives and 48 initiatives were proposed (cont’d)
Priority

Objectives
16

II.1

Protect and
Preserve
Lebanon's
Archeology
II
Sites and
Historical
Buildings and
Monuments

Preserve Lebanon's
immovable property by
incentivizing and
executing protection
and renovation
programs

Source:

17

II.2 Increase conservation

Perform GIS recording and mapping of Lebanese archeology sites and
historical buildings and monuments

Provide adequate management and maintenance of archeology sites, and
improve visitors' experience

18 Develop and promote a plan that identifies priority restorations of government
owned historical properties, and coordinate with relevant public entities
(municipalities / Ministry of Finance) for financing and execution
19

and exposure of
Lebanese natural and
cultural property
through seeking
inscription of new sites
in the UNESCO World
Heritage list and
preserving the status of
existing ones

Strategy&

Initiatives

20

Advocate for the establishment of financial assistance programs for projects
dedicated for preservation and renovation of heritage buildings

Assess conditions of sites on the World Heritage Tentative List and update
Lebanon’s list accordingly

21
Seek to nominate additional Lebanese sites on the World Heritage List

22

Coordinate with local communities and municipalities and launch a
communication campaign to promote the benefits of world heritage registration,
and engage in programs for the preservation of local sites
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The strategy identified 5 priority areas along which 12
objectives and 48 initiatives were proposed (cont’d)
Priority

Objectives

III.1

Preserve and
Promote
Lebanon's
Intangible
Heritage to
Ensure
Effective
III Transfer of
Lebanese
Traditions and
Cultural
Identify to
Future
Generations

Ensure the
establishment of
necessary bodies and
entities to lead the
implementation of
Heritage preservation
and promotion
programs

III.2

Initiatives
23
Revive Lebanon's National Library and enable it to play its key role in collection
and preservation of Lebanon's cultural and intellectual products

24
Formalize and enact a clear action plan for identification and documentation of
Lebanon’s intangible heritage by leveraging the work of the Committee for
Heritage Preservation that was formed by the Ministry

25
Coordinate with the Ministry of Tourism for the promotion of
traditional crafts (through online platforms for example)

Promote Lebanon's
intangible heritage
through coordination
with relevant ministries
and external entities

26
Coordinate with the Ministry of Education to develop linguistic programs
(spoken Lebanese) for the Lebanese diaspora

27

Identify and protect Lebanon's traditional knowledge, traditional cultural
expression, and genetic resources (e.g., traditional crafts such as carved
cutleries, blown glass) through intellectual property protection
Source:
Strategy&
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The strategy identified 5 priority areas along which 12
objectives and 48 initiatives were proposed (cont’d)
Priority

Objectives

Initiatives
28

IV.1

29

30

Foster and
Promote
Literature and
Arts to
Reinforce
IV Lebanon's
Regional
Leadership in
Creative
Sectors and
Industries

Support development of
arts and literature by
providing the needed
financial and physical
resources

Support the development of an Opera House and Performing Arts Center/
National Theatre, and ensure it is enabled with optimal funding, governance
and operational model
Support local film production and cinematography through grants, tax breaks
and/ or procedural support
Increase financial assistance provided to artists and writers, through direct
grants or tax reductions

31
Support the development of small theatres (Théâtre de Poche)
32
Lobby for the removal of censorship on all forms of cultural production
33
Lobby for the issuance of a law that facilitates art import
34

Coordinate with municipalities and government entities to leverage their
venues for artists rehearsals and performances

…
Source:
Strategy&
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The strategy identified 5 priority areas along which 12
objectives and 48 initiatives were proposed (cont’d)
Priority

Objectives

Initiatives

…

IV.2

35
Inaugurate and equip centralized premises for the Higher National
Conservatory of Music, and lobby for provision of needed financial resources

Foster and
Promote
Literature and
Arts to
Reinforce
IV Lebanon's
Regional
Leadership in
Creative
Sectors and
Industries

36

Reinforce the Lebanese
Higher National
Conservatory of Music
operation by providing
needed resources and
promoting
performances and
activities

Facilitate continuous early-age musical education by coordinating with the
Ministry of Education to develop tailored programs that allow students to
integrate music studies with standard curricula
37
Assess the feasibility of developing new musical forms in Lebanon

38
Broaden and increase Conservatory students' sponsorship programs to reward
and incentivize musical excellence

39
Increase the public's exposure to Conservatory's activities and performances,
by increasing collaboration with traditional media (TV and radio), and by
building a strong social media presence and reach
Source:
Strategy&
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The strategy identified 5 priority areas along which 12
objectives and 48 initiatives were proposed (cont’d)
Priority

Objectives
40

V.1

V

Empower
MoC and
Enhance its
Internal
Capabilities
to Enable
Successful
Delivery of
Key
Functions
and High
Impact
Programs

Source:
Strategy&

Initiatives
Develop a modern and active website for MoC

Position MoC as the
local and global
ambassador of
Lebanon's culture and
heritage

41

42

43

V.2

Develop and activate MoC's presence on digital and social media channels,
and increase communication and engagement with the community
Work with Lebanese diaspora associations to secure durable funds to allow
MoC to develop and implement long-term activities
Liaise with the Ministry of Tourism to develop a coordinated approach to
national and international cultural events

44

Study the establishment of a National Heritage Trust

45 Foster capability-based recruitment in the organization (e.g., through short term
employment), and ensure employees’ continuous training

Enhance MoC's
organizational efficiency

46

Develop a detailed and transparent plan and budget for MoC activities and
advocate requirements to the government to secure resources

47

Conduct an inspection of MoC’s facilities, archives and equipment's, identify
upgrade needs and work with private donors to secure improvements

48

Develop and advocate for internal programs that promote transparency and
enhance employees motivation
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The 48 identified initiatives were prioritized based on a twodimensional framework
ILLUSTRATIVE

MoC Initiatives Prioritization – Key Assessment Criteria

Resource
Requirements
(human & financial)
Ease of Securing
Ease of
External Approvals/
Implementation
Buy-ins
Complexity
(time and technical
challenges)

Weight

33

29

II

Impact

Swiftness of
Materialization of
Impact

30

24

35

1

28

23

3

47

III

6

7

45

42

34

43

40

46
16

10

15

2
25

37

9

18

17

Low Priority

30%

20
41

4

11
40%

39
31

12

8

5

14
27

21

22
30%

13

44

38

30%

2
Significance of the
Challenge
Addressed

I High Priority

19

32

Medium Priority

40%

Impact

Sub-criteria

1

Prioritized Initiatives
High

Prioritization Criteria

36

26

Source:
Strategy&

Low

48
Prerequisite /
Enabler for Other
Initiatives

30%

Low

Ease of Implementation

High
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As such, 14 initiatives were deemed as high-priority, given
their expected high impact & relative ease of implementation
MoC Initiatives Prioritization – High Priority Initiatives

Order does not Reflect Execution Priority

Study the establishment of a National Heritage Trust

Support the development of an Opera House and Performing
Arts Center/ National Theatre, and ensure it is enabled with
optimal funding, governance and operational model

Lobby for and promote creation of "Friends of the Museums"
association with the goal of supporting MoC in critical
operational and fundraising activities

Support local film production and cinematography through
grants, tax breaks and/ or procedural support

Create a digital record of all artifacts stored and displayed in
national and site museums

Support the development of small theatres (Théâtre de Poche)

Launch a digital crowdfunding project to secure needed
financial resources to restore and display selected highimportance items

Lobby for the removal of censorship on all forms of cultural
production

Advocate for the establishment of financial assistance programs
for projects dedicated for preservation and renovation of
heritage buildings

Lobby for the issuance of a law that facilitates art import

Revive Lebanon's National Library and enable it to play its key
role in collection and preservation of Lebanon's cultural and
intellectual products

Inaugurate and equip centralized premises for the Higher
National Conservatory of Music, and lobby for provision of
needed financial resources

Identify and protect Lebanon's traditional knowledge, traditional
cultural expression, and genetic resources (e.g., traditional
crafts such as carved cutleries, blown glass and copper)

Increase the public's exposure to Conservatory's activities and
performances, by increasing collaboration with traditional media
and by building a strong social media presence

Source:
Strategy&
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